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Indeed, beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of
Light divine, I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph, and it is in great joy
that I come to abide with you this afternoon in your timing, as you have chosen
to turn the focus of your attention unto me.
It is indeed as my beloved friend and ancient teacher has said: it is a
grand reunion that occurs this afternoon. It is a reunion of a Heart family. And
this is not all of your Heart family, for you will find that in the days to come
many of your Heart family will be making trek unto this place, this beautiful
place that you have brought into physical manifestation so that ones can come
and be healed - healed, yes, by coming and being in the energy of this place.
This is truly a grand reunion and a day of celebration. Not a day as you
would see as just twenty-four hours of your time, but a Day that is as the
dawning of a new age upon this plane, and you are the ones who have chosen,
because of the courage of your heart, you are the ones who have agreed to be
here to usher in this new age, as it has been called - and yet, it is an age of remembrance - to usher in this age of wholeness, of healing. That is what healing is
all about: of wholing, coming unto that place of knowing your wholeness. And
when you realize in total awareness the beauty of our Heavenly Father's Child,
and you awaken in the Heart to the wholeness of the Love that you are, it is
truly a time of healing.
This is what you are allowing for yourselves: to come alive in remembrance,
with the play. Play is very holy. The smile is very holy. And as you share the
wholeness of your energy with your brothers and sisters, they will experience
the opportunity to come unto their place of remembrance and to know their
wholeness, as well.
It is indeed a time of grand reunion, beloved brother. I am glad to see you
again in this form. All of you, if you will receive it, have been with me in this
form - perhaps a little different design pattern of the body, especially for me but all of you have walked our Holy Mother, the Earth, with me and have shared
in what was known as an ancient time, and yet it is not ancient, for where is it
right now? As you call it forth in your memory, in your consciousness of right
now, it is right here and it is no longer ancient.
You are the ones known as Light workers - Light workers because you are
the Light. You are the energy of divine Light upon this plane, and you have
agreed that you will come and let your Light so shine that your brothers and sisters will have an idea that perhaps they are Light also - even the ones that you
might see as being rather encased in their own belief system, even those ones
have their moments of wondering, "Is there not more? Am I not more?" All are
searching to know Who they are.
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All are desiring to come Home again, and it will be so upon this plane. And
the time comes quickly, not because ones such as I decree it to be so, not because masters that you would see outside of yourself decree it to be time, but
because you, as the masters that you are, you have decreed that it is time to
come Home and it is time to come Home in full awareness upon this plane in this
manner, to celebrate, yes, and to come Home truly, as the Spirit and as the Light
energy that you are incarnate, utilizing the molecules of physicality to express
Who you are. And it is beautiful.
Know you the miracle of each moment?For in each moment you call together the molecules of physicality, this bag of dust taken from the molecules,
the atoms, of the dust of our Holy Mother: matter. You call it together in every
moment in the design pattern that you decree.
That is why you can look in the mirror and you can call it good. It is because God abides with the matter - you, you as the great gods that you are.
There is coming a time of grand celebration of Light upon this plane, a
time of knowing your oneness with the energy of Light that you are. It is not by
accident that you call yourselves Light Workers, and as you have experienced,
you are more of the Light Players than workers.
There has been much of joy put into even the molecules of what you would
see as this building in which you are now abiding. Each one of you who has added
your thoughts of Love to this physical space, each one of you who has been involved in the actual bringing together of the materials in this form, each one of
you who has taken part in the celebrations along the way, and last evening, have
put the Spirit of your Light into this very building and it is felt, is it not?
As you walk in, there is a peace that is felt. There is a harmony that is
felt, and a balance. It is a very dynamic peace that expresses the ever-ongoingness of the Light of the holy Child. That is why you have experienced the reverberation of tones within this physical structure. You are the Spirit of that energy.
You are that energy itself, and it is not by accident that you have chosen this
form of building. Yes, it was my "dome" idea.
{Laughter.}
And yours as well, for there is no separation. But I thank you for being
open in the hearts - Heart - hearts as an individual expression, yes; Heart as the
one Heart that you are. I thank you for being open to receiving what would seem
to be new ideas - and yet there is nothing new. It is a remembrance, a remembrance of ancient days, ancient manifestations of what you have called forth in
other times. There is much of that happening upon this plane, and it is time. It is
a remembering and a calling forth of Who you are, and it is dynamic.
That is why when you hear the very tones within this structure, you feel
yourself to be one with the tones, do you not? Those of you who have experienced the toning, the chanting, the drumming, the singing within this structure
have found yourselves caught up in the very energy of the sounds, and it is not
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by accident. It is not just something that seems to be a good idea. It is something that you could not even stop yourself from. It was as if you were flowing
with the very energy of this place of itself - and you are. For the energy that is
in here - and not only in here for it is out there as well - is your energy. It is
Who you are, and you are bringing it together to experience - in this form - to
experience Who you are.
It is a grand time of celebration and I honor all of you for having the
courage to play, for having the courage, yes, to bring forth the sweat upon the
brow, to do the physical work that it takes to bring something into manifestation
that your brothers and sisters can see and can enjoy and will find themselves attracted to - attracted to on many levels, for there are many who are already
hearing of this place and will make trek to come and experience their wholeness.
Some of them in timid ways. Some of them wondering if they dare. And as
they come and feel themselves welcome, it will allow the shutters of the heart
to be flung open and they will find that, yes, they are the experience and the
expression of Love as well and that it is safe to come unto that place of acknowledging the holy Child within. That is what it is all about. That is why when you
allow yourself to be in the flow of the energy that you are. You cannot resist the
movement.
My beloved friend and teacher {Judith} has spoken to you of how I have
desired to be in active expression in walking about and touching. It is because I
am the energy of all Life, the same as you are. Look at the beautiful expression
of Life. All of you, all of you, in your choices of design patterns of the body are
beautiful and unique, and you are ever-ongoing and ever-expressing as the energy that you are.
There are times, yes, to sit in quiet and in meditation, to speak unto the
Allness that you are and then to listen, but even in those moments what happens?
It is not a very dead stillness, is it? And it is not just the activity of the mind
that happens, for you will come unto a place where the mind will be still but
there is yet a dynamic quality of Life. And that is Who you are.
You are the dynamic quality of Life, and you are now coming to a place
where you are allowing yourself to experience and to express the unlimitedness
of the energy that you are and to have fun with it. And if it is not fun...?
You stop doing it.
Indeed, you stop doing it and you choose anew. You are free in every moment to choose anew. You are free in every moment to pick up the pillow {many
were sitting on pillows on the floor} and walk, or to abide on the pillow where it
is comfortable.
Today in this timing, we will call forth the other Light beings, as you
would call them, to be very actively present with you. We will call them forth
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not because they need calling because they are somewhere afar off, for indeed
they are not. They are very much here, surrounding you in all of the energy of
this physical structure, sitting upon the shoulders, sitting upon the nose, sitting
upon the lap, beside you, above you, all around you.
I would invite all of you to take a moment, a moment of stillness, and to go
within, to breathe in the golden white Light that you are. Take a deep breath of
the golden white Light and breathe it in deeply into the very heart itself.
Take it into the cells, every cell of the body. Breathe in the golden white
Light that you are, and exhale the Love that you are.
Breathe in the golden white Light and take it deep within your Heart. And
as you do that, connect with ones that you would call your angels, your Light beings, your masters, guides, helpers - by whatever name you know them to be, call
them forth.
Breathe in the golden white Light that you are, and take it deep within the
Heart and connect with the Light of all beings. And exhale the Love that you are.
Breathe in the golden white Light and call forth in sound. Call forth the
ones that you would have be present with you. Name them, call out their names.
{Pause.}
These are your brothers, your sisters, as the Light beings that you are, as
the seemingly individual expression of the One Divine ray of Light that you are.
Call them forth. Invite them. Call them by name and invite them in. Who would
you invite?
{Pause.}
See them in the Light of the Allness that you are. See them filling this
room, as you do. See it extending unto the fields and the forests beyond, for
truly it is unlimited.See it shining upon all of our Holy Mother, the Earth, for
your Light extends to the farthest reaches of the farthest universes and it blesses all.
{Pause.}
There is no separation. Feel yourself enfolded in the Love of these friends,
of the Light beings who are you. See yourself extending unto the farthest universes, for truly, you extend as far as the imagination can reach and farther.
You, as the great ray of Light that you are, encompass all and you extend
in unlimited fashion. Extend your Love to this place first. Bless every atom of molecule of the matter, the seemingly tangible matter that surrounds you as this
building, and see that Love spreading out as far as the farthest reaches, for this
is how far your Love will and does extend - and farther. Your Love extends as an
invitation to the Light beings who are utilizing the design pattern of a body in
what you see as this time and this space - your brothers and sisters - and they
are being drawn to come unto this place.
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Bless them. Bless them with your consciousness of Love. That is how you
bless some thing and some one: it is by blessing it with your consciousness of the
Oneness of the Love that you are. It is not a blessing as you would see, as
magic, of something outside of you. But it is the extension of Who you are that
blesses them.
{Pause.}
And in that space of Love, surround yourself in Love and know that always
you are guided to extend that Love, that always you work in concert with what
you would see as individual other beings and yet it is your Self.
{Pause.}
Coming from that place of Love of the Heart, allow yourself to connect
with the tone that you are and allow that to be expressed with an "aum."Find a
tone that is you, and take a deep breath and allow yourself to express the energy in the aum.
{Auming.}
And bring that energy into the Heart. Allow yourself to extend the physical arms. Extend the arms outward as far as they will reach, and, remembering
the tone that you have just expressed, bring it in to the heart that you are. Allow yourself to connect with the very vibration that you are.
{Pause.}
Whenever you would come unto a place of confusion, a place where the
voice of the world speaks unto you, allow yourself the feeling of Allness. Stop
wherever you may be - even if it be upon the street corner where the cars are
passing - and allow yourself to extend the very arms and breathe in the golden
white Light that you are, and take it very deeply within the Heart. And in that
moment, you connect with the Oneness that you are.
Then go from that place as the guidance directs. And if the guidance directs that you stand upon that street corner and you bring in the Love and the
white Light that you are for what would be seen as twenty-four hours of your
timing, so be it.
{Laughter.}
For all of you have been the individuals in other lifetimes who did what
was known and judged to be outrageous, a bit different, and it is the same in this
lifetime. You have the courage to express Who you are. So it matters not what
the brother or sisters in the world consciousness would think of you. It does not
matter a bit, for they have held every judgment of you - and you of them - in
every lifetime.
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This is the lifetime that you are coming Home. This is the lifetime that you
connect with the Oneness that you are. This physical structure, this beautiful
place, allows you to experience your energy as the tone that you have just expressed. Come here often. Allow yourself the freedom to tone in this place: ancient toning, yes, as you remember it; new toning as you remember it.
Express with dancing, the fluidity of movement, allowing yourself to be the
flow of energy in grand freedom. And know the energy of the smile, always the
energy of the Child, Who knows Who she is - and knows Who he is - and allows
that to be expressed in grand freedom. Hello, beautiful one.
Know you why it is a grand Truth that there is no separation? It is because you are a great ray of Light. This is Who and what you are: the energy of
Light, the vibration of Light. All of you are very much expressing the Light that
you are upon this plane. All of you are very much in concert with our Holy
Mother, the Earth. It is not by accident that you have chosen this physical location where there is flowing water to show you the ever-ongoingness of the energy that you are, a place where you are surrounded by the green, of the
growth, of the process of Life, as you are the process of Life. You are surrounded
by your Self, and as you allow your Self - and many of you have, and all of you
will in the days to come - as you allow yourself to connect with the vibration of
our Holy Mother, you will be able to hear, to feel the hum of our Holy Mother
and that which grows upon Her and all that which lives upon Her.
And as you acknowledge the hum of our Holy Mother, you will connect
with your own hum. For all of you hum all of the time. Sometimes, yes, as singing.
Always as the vibration that you are. And you, as the hum that you are, blend
with the hum of this one, which blends with the hum of this one and this one
and this one and this one and this one and all of you. That is why you feel a dynamic quality when you come together - and yet it does not take coming together
in order to feel the dynamic quality of Life, for this can be felt and is felt in
what would be known as solitude of your own tone.
If you will receive it, you are the hum of Light energy, blending with all of
the ones that are seemingly separate, seen to be separate by the physical eyes.
There is no place where this one stops and where this one starts. There is a
blending and an intermingling with even the beloved brother who would be seen
to be outside the building {a brother watching through a window}.
{Laughter.}
There is very much an intermingling of oneness. And if you will envision,
just for a moment, the hum of all Life upon our Holy Mother, the Earth, and if
you will envision the hum of this group so gathered upon our Holy Mother, and if
you will extend that vision to take in all of the brothers and sisters who are expressing upon this plane and to envision their hum, do you see how there is no
separation? It is one grand harmony of hums.
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You are very much the expression of our Heavenly Father, the energy of
Light focused upon this plane. For truly, this is not all of you. But you have
learned through what you would see as practice and a process of what you would
call evolution, to focus your attention so intensely upon this time and space and
personality and body, it is in its own way a grand miracle. But you have come unto
a place now where you are reversing the process and you are remembering that
you are more: that you are the All. The forgetting, as it has been called, has not
been a mistake. It was by design, for all of you desired, as the holy Child that
you are, desired to experience matter.
You as the holy Child that you are, being the Child of the One Creator,
asked, "What can I create?" And with that thought was born all of the adventures that you have been on, all of the grand Journey - which is a journey without distance. With that very thought and question, "What can I create?" you
brought forth creation, creations, matter, which is Light energy brought to a
place of vibration where there is seeming density.
And yet all of you in the days to come, as you experience the Light that
you are, you will find yourself experiencing even what seems to be dense matter
as Light, and you will find yourself walking, as the Light that you are, through
the molecules of physicality of what is seemingly dense. Where does that thought
come from? All of you have had that thought. All of you have read that. All of
you, in your times of imagination, you have thought that thought: "What would it
feel like to walk through that wall?"
Do you know where that thought comes from? From the holy Child who is
beginning to remember. And there will come a time upon this plane that, if you so
desire, you will know yourself to be the energy of Light and you will walk right
through what is seemingly a barrier now.
Many of you have asked and desired ascension. Many of you have thought
that this was for ones of the masters - and indeed, it is. But you, if you will receive it, are a master as well, a master who has chosen to come and experience
what physicality feels like. "What can I do with this design pattern? How fast can
I go with it?" And you have run grand speeds of running with the body. Now you
have come unto a place where you have said, "But I do not need to do it just
with the body. I can design a chariot, and I can have the horses go with the
great speed, and I can go with the speed of the horses." And then you have
come unto a place where you have said, "Why do it with the horses outside? We
will put the horses inside." And you have designed your chariots, your cars, that
go at grand speeds so that you could see if you could perhaps go with the speed
of Light, the speed of Who you are.
{PA system squeals as Jeshua walks by a speaker.} There we have the tone
of Light.
{Laughter.}
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All of you, if you so desire, in this lifetime will experience ascension, ascension of the body if that is so desired, for you will come unto a place of realizing - making real within your awareness what is already Real, with a capital "R"
- you will realize the Light that you are and allow the very cells of the body to
radiate that Light to such a place where the brothers and sisters will look upon
you and they will see you as transfigured.
All that has been ascribed unto me is quite possible and will be done by all
of you if you so desire. It is not necessary but, if you so desire, you may make
that demonstration as I did. But all of you will come unto a place, a time, of your
own ascension and it may be of the body, yes, or it may be of the Awakening, the
ascension in consciousness and the realization that, "I and my Father are One. I
am no longer separate. I never was. I only thought myself to be afar from the
Kingdom. Always I have been within the Kingdom, held in the everlasting Arms of
my Loving Father, Who is Love. And I, as His Child, am Love."
That will be and is your ascension, and then from that place it is quite
possible and probable in many of your cases that you will ascend the body. And
then, if you desire, you will remanifest the body in order to speak a language
unto your brothers and sisters, a language that they understand for they will see
the body and they will say, "Yes, you are as I am, and if you've experienced this,
perhaps I can also."
That is why you are expressing with the molecules of physicality in the design pattern known as the body: so that you, as you awaken, can speak unto the
brothers and sisters in a language that they will relate to and can understand.
They do not now relate unto me, one Jeshua ben Joseph, one Jesus of
Nazareth - not in a way of oneness. Many of the brothers and sisters relate unto
me as someone afar off that can be prayed unto. Yes, and I hear and I answer.
But they do not always hear me. But they will hear you, for they can see you.
They can touch you. You can share with them your inner wisdom and you can say
unto them, "I have been where you are. I know what that feels like. But I have
seen a grander vision." And you will share with them the grander vision - and
that is what healing is all about.
This beautiful, sacred place that you have brought into manifestation is indeed a place of healing. There are as many ways of healing as there are the
seemingly separate expressions that you are, and you will find yourselves being
guided, not by ones outside of you, but being guided by your own inner wisdom,
to express the wholeness that you are. And there will be many who will come
and, because they see your freedom of expression, they will know that it is okay
for them to try on a new way of expression, and, miracle of miracles, there will
be healings.
If you will receive it, there have already been healings. Many of you who
have helped in the erection of this building have allowed healings within yourself:
some healing of the body, yes; much healing of the self-image and of the limiting
beliefs. It is a place of great healing.
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What you do here in this place is done in concert with all other Light beings as you would call them, and yet, as we have described earlier, there is no
separation, for the hum of the Light beings is your hum. The vibration of the
Light that you are is very much blended and integrated with the Light of what
you would see as others to be. There is much guidance. Much Love and much healing.
I thank you for the expression of Love that you are upon this plane. I
thank you for the simplicity that you are finding within yourself to express this
Love. Not to get it tangled up with the voice of the world and the voice of complexity that says it must be only one way, but to allow yourself to be open to the
expression of Love. For, as the creative Child that you are, the holy Child of the
One Creator, there are many avenues to wholeness and you are discovering - rediscovering, remembering - those avenues and it is a grand activity that you are
engaged in.
I thank you and I honor you. I envelope all of you in the Love that I am
and that you are, for we are One.
Now would be a good time to take a break and to refresh the bodies, to
drink some of the liquid, and then those of you who desire to stay and speak further, may stay. We will have some questions and some sharings if you so desire it.
So be it.
{Break.}
Beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of the marriage between the Heavenly Father and our Holy Mother, the Earth, have all of
you experienced the dynamic quality of Love during what is called your break?
Yes.Yes. The hugs that were exchanged, the laughter, the smiles and
the cooling off in the refreshing, flowing water. Thank you, beloved brother.
It was just what my ancient friend and teacher needed.
{The temperature that afternoon was 106 outdoors; slightly cooler in
the dome.}
You have all experienced the flow of Life, the flow of the energy that you
are. The flow, yes, of the heat that seems to rise in the body. My friend and
teacher reminded me that I do not feel the rise in temperature, just as I do not
experience time; she was reminding me as we were speaking earlier that perhaps
the bodies were registering more heat than that which is comfortable.
{Looking at a towel covering a sister's feet.}
It's wet.
It is what we used to do.
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All of you, if you will receive it, have been ones who allowed yourself to
step into flowing water, to ford the rivers, yes, to be with one known as John the
Baptist at a time of renewal, a time of dedication - which is as this day: a time
of dedication and a time of remembering, a time of awakening, yes.
I desire to be in contact with all of you in what you would see as your
time interval of the next hour or so, and I will come and I will speak with each
one of you, for I have invited you to come and you have heard and accepted my
invitation. And if there be a question, we will entertain the question as well, and
if there is not a question, know that we are one in the Heart and that it is not
necessary to have a question. Always the hearts are bonded as the one Heart
that we are, and whenever the mind would get into a place of activity and turmoil, go quickly unto the place of the Heart, and abide in the Heart. There all
wisdom is revealed, for there is nothing hidden from you. You are the one, the
great god that calls it forth. How could it be hidden from you, except as you
would turn your face from it? All it takes is turning, changing the perspective,
saying, "I choose anew. I will look with new eyes," and allowing yourself that
freedom of choice.
So whenever the questions of the mind come up, play with them, entertain
them. That is what we will do this afternoon: we will entertain them and see how
entertaining they are.
{Laughter.}
And then go quickly unto the place of the Heart, for all wisdom abides in
the Heart, as you. Ask and you shall receive. Not from one that you would see
outside of yourself, although you may label it that. You may even, in such an experience as this afternoon, label this energy to be separate from you and yet, if
you will receive it, you are the one who is calling forth this experience. You are
the one who has decreed that you will have an entertaining afternoon, a sacred
afternoon, a holy afternoon, a time of remembering your wholeness and your holiness, and a time of dedicating that remembrance, saying that "I will share my
remembrance with my brothers and sisters."
We, all of us as One, dedicate this space, this beautiful space to the remembrance of the wholeness that we are. And within that is unlimited freedom
and joy and play and singing and dancing and all that the creative Child wants to
bring forth within the nature of wholeness. Grand place to be.
Beloved brother, I would reach out and touch, again, as we have done in
other days and ask of you, "How are you this afternoon?"
Wonderful.
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You are indeed wonderful. Abide with that word in your next time ofquietness. Abide with what it means to be wonderful. For there is a root meaning
that will be as a treasure for you. What would you share this afternoon, what
would you ask?
For the next step.
Indeed, so be it. It is yours. The next step follows quite naturally from the
step that you have just taken. It is very easy; it is very simple. It is to follow
your heart, to be Lighthearted, to allow yourself to trust - as you have always in
the past. Even at times when the mind would get quite busy, there was a very
grand strength within you of trust and the still, small Voice has prevailed.
Yes, the voice of the world gets very noisy at times, but you have learned
to still that voice and to tune into the still, small Voice which is You and to commune with ones such as myself, who are not separate from you, but who very
much enjoy being in expression with you. Enjoy the next step, for the next step
brings you Home.
Thank you.
Thank you.
This is most beauteous {looking at a feather fan}. All of you have been admiring the wonder and the beauty of this: how this has come together, how this
has been in process and how all of the parts have come together to make a
beautiful object, you would call it, an object of function, yes. {Fanning himself
with the feathered fan.} My beloved teacher says that feels good.
{Laughter.}
Yes, and an object of grand beauty - as you are, beloved one. All of you in
beholding that beauty call it forth. All of you see reflected in that your own
beauty. It could not be otherwise, for what you behold seemingly without yourself is who you are and filtered through the self-image that you hold of yourself.
How are you, beloved one?
Wonderful, too.
You are indeed wonderful. There is a grand gathering of wonderful ones and this is a grand Truth. Would you have a question or a sharing?
I have a question.
Yes.
In the Lakota language are you known as The Pashua?
Yes. Thank you, beloved one, for having the inner eyes to discern that and
to welcome me. I have been known by many names. I am known even by your
name - and there is a grand Truth in that.
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Beloved Cheryl, do you know the meaning of your name? It will be a treasure for you to discover. For all of you have chosen the name that you express by
in this lifetime. It is not by accident. Abide with your name. Research, as it would
be, what it means, for it will reveal unto you a grand Truth of your nature.
Would you have a question or a sharing? No. We have already shared; indeed, it is heart to heart, the Love as One. You are blessed, beloved one, because
of the opening of your heart, and you are a blessing unto all others who will be
coming to you in the days to come, because you have allowed that opening. You
are Love itself upon this plane and what you do, you do in concert with the Love
of All. Bless you.
You, beloved brother who has the best seat outside the house, how are
you this afternoon?
I'm grand.
You are grand. Yes, you have been a grand servant of our Heavenly Father
and our Holy Mother in more than just one lifetime. Often you have followed your
guidance, the simple guidance of expressing the Life and the Love that you are in
whatever manner you found yourself to be in in that lifetime. Again it is true, and
I thank you and I honor you for that.
Would you have a question? No. Indeed, it is not necessary. There is a
grand joy in your heart - bubbles; effervescence, I think it is called - and I
share that with you. The champagne of Life, huh?
{Laughter.}
And you, beloved daughter of our Heavenly Father, how are you?
I am fine, thank you.
You are indeed. You are radiant and you are beautiful. Would you have a
question this afternoon?
Yes. Jeshua, I wondered if we perhaps knew each other in other times?
Indeed we did. Indeed.
Because I need to have you tell me that because I have prayed many
times to you. I feel like I shouldn't because you are too busy.
Oh, beloved one, first of all I do not have time so I am not locked into the
limitation of being delineated one place or another in any activity. I can be and I
am everywhere, all at the same, at what you would see, moment, so I am never
too busy. I hear you, for I abide within your heart as you. I hear when you call
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out to me. I hear when you love me. I hear when we are wrapped in the comforter of that Love, and, beloved one, this is not the first lifetime that we have
met in this fashion for we have done this in other lifetimes as well. You have
brought me forth in other lifetimes and we shared, yes, the physical experience
upon our Holy Mother, the Earth.
You were very helpful in facilitating my ministry, in helping others, and it is
the same in this lifetime.
It's a joy to know.
Thank you, beloved one. Have joy with it.
Thank you. I shall.
And you, beloved one, and how are you?
Oh, I am great.
You are indeed great. Would you have a question today?
Yeah, it has to do with the past life of us together.
Yes, and that is true as well. You were a grand child at that time, a child
simple of heart, who knew the Truth of your being, who skipped and played and
sang and said unto others, "It is not necessary to go with a heaviness of heart.
Can you not see our brother, Yeshua, has said unto us, `It is simplicity of the child
itself; become as a little child?`" And some of the children heard. Some did not,
as it is now, but others did.
You and I, beloved one, have expressed the Love of the heart many times
in this fashion, and it is so again. You are a grand holy Child. Enjoy.
You, beloved one with the wisdom of the ages in the eyes, how are you?
Fine. And you?
You are indeed fine. Oh, I am excellent. Thank you for asking. Would you
have a question or a sharing?
Neither. But I would like to hear if you have anything to say to me.
Ah, well. First of all, beloved one, I very much admire the mustache and
the beard.
It's a new addition.
Is it, indeed? A very good one. As they say, "It suits you." It is not the
first lifetime that you have chosen to have the mustache and the beard. Often as
the fisherman that you have been, you have grown a grand beard.
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You have been many lifetimes a fisherman: yes, of the fish that swim in the
flowing waters and in the deep sea, but a fisherman of men as well. Yes. You have
also been the grand scholar and the monk that was known as "father" unto many,
for always you have been searching to know Who you were, to know the Truth of
your being, and you have searched the high ways and the byways. You have studied the books and you have taught, and then you have lived the simple life of the
fisherman and of the farmer, very much in tune with our Holy Mother. In this
lifetime you are bringing it all together in remembrances. Keep the beard and the
mustache. It very much suits you.
I have asked this, my beloved teacher, to grow me one, but she does not do it.
{Laughter.}
{Jeshua is getting up and Judi's long dress catches him.}
How to go about in flowing robes, I don't know.
{Laughter.}
Beloved daughter, how are you?
I'm great.
You are great. There is a radiance and a Love about your eyes that bespeaks Who you are. Spend time in front of what is known as your looking glass
and look deeply into those eyes and you will see me, who is you, the Christ.
Would you have a question this afternoon?
Oh....
It is not necessary to have any but you may ask.
Yes, many. I'm stepping into the void again, and I definitely choose to
be where I'm to serve.
Indeed, it is a grand time of releasing, releasing old baggage that you do
not need, releasing old images that you have held of yourself and of others and
what the world was about, old beliefs that you have carried with you in many of
what you would see as lifetimes - a lot of things that were seen to be as
crutches and supports - and you now are having the courage to say, "I do not
need these supports. They have never served me." For your strength is within
and you are now having the courage to come unto that place of acknowledging
and experiencing that strength. It is a grand blessing. The void is a grand place
to be. You have much company.
Right, I'm sure of that.
Yes, indeed you do. It is a grand place of getting rid of all of what you
would see as obstacles that have held you in a certain belief pattern. That has
served you, yes, in other lifetimes but no longer serves you. You are now the
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grand adventurer who has said, "I will go forward into the void, yes, if that is
what it takes, and I will discover Who I am." And you will.
Can I discover this with the children....?
Yes, you can.
So that's where I am to be?
Indeed. Follow your heart, beloved one. It is not by accident that you have
asked that. You knew the answer.
Yes, I did. Thank you.
You are welcome.
You, beloved one, how are you?
Very well, thank you.
I see I am standing in front of the fan. I suppose Beloved Elder is going to
be upset about that {the wind is blowing into the microphone. Jeshua turns his
back to the fan.} What would you ask, beloved one?
Oh, I'm just excited to be here.
Indeed, and it is my excitement and my joy to be with you in this manner.
I invited you to come so that we could do the very thing that we are doing: to
blend, as it would be, the energy which is not separate, never stops, and it feels
very good to be in tangible form this way.
I think it must.
Indeed, thank you.
Ah, again the one with the beard. Inis such a grand gift. How are you,
beloved one?
I'm okay.
You are indeed okay. You are more than okay. What would you ask?
Too many questions. A lot of questions.
Oh, too many. Who would judge?
Oh, I always judge.
Indeed. A grand discernment. What would you ask?
Hmm, how to maintain a place of stillness and maintain the Love in
heart and mind? How to focus with intent.
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Yes. Yes, this is indeed the desire of your heart, of your soul as it would be
called, yes, of the holy Child that you are: to come again unto that place of remembrance of the stillness and the Love. The voice of the world has often called
out to you - and still does - with the questions of the mind, but you are learning,
beloved one, to set them on a shelf, as it would be, and to come again unto them
if it is necessary. But to set aside time for your Self - the Self with a capital "S"
- to commune with that Self and to say, "It matters not what the mind says." To
allow it to go off and do what it needs to do, and to abide as the peace that you are.
Take yourself often, beloved one, into what is called nature, by the flowing
water, and sit in the shade of the tree and listen to the process of growth of
that tree. Listen to the voice of the flowing water. It speaks to you of Who you
are. There you will find your peace.
Thank you.
This was something that I learned as a lad, for, in growing up, I also had
the questions of the mind and the feelings of the emotions as a lad, and there
were times when I questioned my teachers, times when I was very much into the
activity of the mind with the questions, and they said unto me - and this beloved
one {Judith} was one of my teachers - and they said unto me, "Go, and sit by
flowing water, Yeshua." I think they wanted to get rid of me for awhile.
{Laughter.}
And I sat by flowing water, feeling the peace and the flow of the energy,
the energy of the water combined with my energy, and I knew myself to be one.
I knew myself to be one with the expression of Life upon our Holy Mother, the
Earth, and I knew myself as the energy that was calling forth this expression; I
knew myself to be one with our Heavenly Father, as well. A grand place of peace.
And then I went back and I asked more questions.
{Laughter.}
Beloved daughter, how are you?
Good.
You are indeed. What would you ask?
I haven't any questions.
You need not. You are such a grand blessing. You are Love and you are joy,
simplicity of joy, with much guidance. You need not ask, for you know that you
have all because you are All. None of the questions of the mind need be heavy
because you can instantly take them unto the place of the Heart, and you can sit
there as the Child and look upon everything with the new eyes of the child.
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Know you an infant when they are born and when they are one, two, three
years old as the toddler, and they look upon everything with new eyes because
they do not know what this is? They do not judge. They just look and they question. Many questions, yes. Be as the Child that you are. Look upon everything
that comes unto you with new eyes and say, "What is this for? Why have I called
this forth?" Not with judgment, as many of the brothers and sisters do. They will
bemoan and bewail and say, "Why have I called this forth?" - even if they've
gotten to the place of taking responsibility for what comes. It is not necessary to
judge, for everything that you manifest is as a blessing and a treasure unto you.
Otherwise, you would not have called it forth. You are a grand delight. Thank you.
You, beloved one.... Look at the smile. How are you today?
I feel wonderful.
You are wonderful. Again, abide with these over here in the wonder, in the
wonder of the holy Child that you are. What would you ask?
I have no questions.
Indeed. Again, it is the simplicity of the smile and the expression of Love
that is important, for that brings you Home. Bless you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
And you, beloved one who has facilitated much healing already and will do
more in the days to come, how are you?
Fine. How are you?
I am excellent. Thank you for asking. It is very nice to be asked. Would
you have a question or a sharing today?
Yes. Jeshua, I know I've come to the right place and now I don't know
what to do. What is expected of me to help my fellow people here? I don't know.
This will be revealed to you in the days to come. It is not necessary to
have all of the picture at one time - although you do hold within you the whole
vision, and the whole vision is coming Home. It is the wholing of yourself and of
others, coming unto that place of realization and being able to just allow that to flow.
So part of the process that you are experiencing now is just to allow it to
flow. You are doing very well, beloved one. You have much guidance that you are
listening to, and, as you have seen, it is not by accident that you are here. Follow
the heart.Sit and ask of your heart, "What would I like to do? As the holy Child
that I am, I am totally free. What would I like to do?" And there will be ideas you already have ideas - and just to abide with them and see which one appeals
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to you, which one has more light about it, which one feels lighter, and then follow
that. It will be very much like steering a car. When you are parked, it is harder
to steer the car, but once you get going, you can change at any moment which
direction you are going. And you will find that you will make some changes in direction from time to time, and this is well and good.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Beloved brother, how are you?
I'm just fine.
You are indeed just fine.
And you are?
I am just fine. My beloved teacher says she is a bit warm, but I am fine.
It's a bit warm?
Indeed.
It's a nice alternative.
It is the warmth of Love that is shared around this room, is it not?
It is, very much.
And it is being manifest in what you would see as an elevation of the activity of the molecules. But that is okay. What would you ask?
I'd like to know how I can find a nice peaceful, quiet time. I'd like to
be able to get away and be quiet for long periods of time. This gentleman
over here... you mentioned about going to the streams and so forth. I just
haven't found the inclination or the time yet to do it.
Ah ha. Well, you will, beloved one, find time. You will make it, for you as
the holy Child are the most important expression upon this plane. Abide with that
thought for it is a grand Truth. And you, if you desire to connect with the peace
and the Love in the heart - which you do - you deserve to set aside time for
yourself to do that, even if it be at what is known as three a.m. in your time.
Know you that you do not need as much sleep as the world would dictate.
It is a widely held belief that there should be eight hours, seven hours, six hours
of sleep, but the body does not need that. If you will abide in stillness and in repose and yet be quite conscious, aware, to be in meditation, the body will nourish
itself and replenish what needs to be replenished and balanced.
There were many nights that I did not sleep. I spent the evening and all
of the night until daybreak in communion with our Heavenly Father, being very
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much at rest in the body, yes, but not asleep - not into that place that is of escape. No, it is not necessary at all. So you may do that yourself. Start with a
small step. Do not say, "Okay, this night I will not sleep at all" and then the body
will call out to you in the morning, "What a fool you have been." Do not do that,
but start out with small times of getting up perhaps a few minutes early. Enough
time to just go out and to greet the day and to breathe in the angel of air, to
breathe in the light of the angel of sun, just to be at one with the hum of the
Earth and then with your own hum.
If you are one, beloved one, who needs to put this upon the schedule as a
thing to do, then take out your, I think it is called, "Daytimer," and put it on the
schedule. Make an appointment with yourself. And it will grow. You will find yourself in the midst of other activities of the world and because you have found it
so easy to slip into that place of peace and repose, you will take a deep breath in
the midst of a meeting with other ones, speaking, chattering unto you all kinds of
activities, you will find yourself taking a deep breath and instantly connecting
with the peace that you are, surrounded by all of the activity and the chattering. Does this answer your question, beloved one?
You deserve it. Do it for your Self - the Self with a capital "S" - and
do it for yourself with the small "s," because there are many of your brothers and sisters who are desiring to know the very same thing, and if you can
do it, maybe they can do it. For they know you - and I know you.
Thank you.
Beloved brother, it is grand to meet with you again. How are you today?
Very good.
You are indeed very good.
It's good to be here.
Indeed.
Thanks for inviting me.
Thank you for answering my invitation and coming, for you did have to
make trek to come here.
Yeah, a little bit, but it was fun.
Only way to go. What would you ask today?
Not very much. Everybody's been answering the question.
It is very wonderful...
I think everybody answered my questions.
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how that happens, yes. For there is one Mind. Different aspects perhaps of
the question being asked, but the question itself is one question: "How do I come
Home again? Who am I? Why am I here?"
Why is this happening?
Indeed, and you have asked that many times. "Why is this happening "to
me"?" And then you have gotten to the place of "Why is this happening?" And
you have asked, "Who am I and why am I here?" Yes. It is the universal question
and it is being answered by the holy Child, which is you.
Thank you.Have fun with it, beloved one.
Oh, I do.
It's the only way to go.
Ah, a creak of the knee. Aren't bodies wonderful?
Yes.
How are you, beloved brother?
I'm fine.
You are. What would you ask today?
I have no questions today.
You have a grand joy within you, love that is being shared with others. You
are as a great light that is set upon a hill and cannot be hid. Thank you, beloved one.
Thank you for the Light.
We are the Light - and it is about time that you are knowing that.
Beloved one... oh, a pillow. {Jeshua sits.} How are you?
Fine.
You are indeed fine. What would you ask?
I don't have a question.
Very good. I love you.
I love you, too. It's nice to know you again.
Indeed, and to connect in this manner. I love you because you have allowed yourself to connect with the Love that you are. It is not that I would
come and gift you something that you do not already have, but as you allow
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yourself to remember Who you are and to experience that Love instantly, I am
there as the Love that we are. Thank you, beloved one.
And you, beloved one, how are you?
Good.
You are, indeed. What would you ask?
I would like to share.
Indeed.
I have created a quiet room in my home. I was going to call it "Mother
Mary's Room" but she informed me she is my sister, my friend. She was Jesus' mother. So now it's "Mary's Room." I work seven nights, and I come
across the bridge at seven o'clock in the morning and for seven miles I'm
thanking God for being here and for everything. Then I slip into this room
and He talks to me. And I had a chance to see a beautiful, young, pregnant...
I had asked to see through Mary's eyes, and I saw this young, pregnant girl,
and I looked into her eyes and it was like the Madonna looking back at me.
And I asked to touch the child, and she said, "Oh, yes," and I touched her
stomach, and what I got was, from Mary, was every pregnant woman is like
the Mother Mary and she is carrying the Christ.
Indeed, this is a grand Truth. Each one of you is giving birth to the Christ.
Each one of you have been, upon this plane, the mother even though you find
yourself expressing with what would be the design pattern of the male in this
lifetime. You have been and experienced being the mother, the female, in other lifetimes.
But, beyond that, all of you are birthing the Christ in this experience now
of coming Home, and I welcome all of you, for grand and great works all of you
are doing. And I thank you, beloved one, for having the eyes and the ears to discern that.
Beloved one, how are you?
I'm happy.
You are happy. A great place to abide. What would you ask?
Nothing.
It is not necessary. Always you and I work together as the Light that we
are. We go together as a grand streak of lightening, yes, sometimes going with
the speed of light, sometimes pausing upon the smallest flower, sometimes blessing the tiny bird or the very strong eagle. We fly together and it is beautiful.
Thank you.
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Good afternoon, beloved one. How are you?
Good afternoon. I want to thank you.
What would you ask?
I want to thank you for initiating a spectacular dome. It was because
of you that this evening became....
And because of you, beloved one. For know you that this would not have
been built just by me. How could I lift the lumber in this lifetime? In another
lifetime, yes, I would have lifted the beams - and I did. But this lifetime it required your help. Thank you.
Thank you.
It is a grand joy to be here and to celebrate this birthing.
Beloved daughter, how are you?
Pretty good.
You are indeed pretty good - and even more. What would you ask today?
How's my hair? Should I keep growing it out?
Let us see. Let us see. {Looking at her hair.} Oh, yes, definitely, yes. Very
beautiful. In other lifetimes, beloved one, you had the hair that was flowing down
the back to the point of where you were walking upon it. It is by no accident
that you have again the desire to grow the hair. It is beautiful. It is a miracle. If
any of you wonder how the holy Child expresses, take one strand of hair, one
very fine strand of hair, and abide with the miracle of that process, that manifestation. That is the creative energy that you are, for your hair is not separate
from you. You are very much the energy that gives it the permission to grow. You
are the one who puts together the very teeny, tiny molecules of each hair
strand. It will grow.
And you, beloved one who has had the vision and the courage to say, "Yes,
let us do this. Let us get on with it," I honor you and I thank you. It is a grand
time of reunion with your brothers and sisters, yes, and many more who will
make trek unto this place because you have had the courage of that vision, and it
is a grand time of reunion for us in this afternoon. How are you, beloved one?
Just great.
You are indeed great. Would you have a question or a sharing?
I know I will tonight.
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And I will answer you tonight, then. For this is not the only method and
way that we commune, is it?
Never has been.
No, never has been, indeed. Anytime that you would have a question or a
sharing - any of you - and you call upon me instantly, I am there with you and
we commune together as the One that we are. I am never afar off, and this a
grand Truth that is now being birthed upon this plane.
For all of the brothers and sisters desire to know their oneness and desire
to know that I am not still hanging upon a cross somewhere afar off. And I am
not even ascended, as they would see it, to the right hand of God, sitting upon
some great chair somewhere, hearing all of their supplications. I do that but I
also abide with you and as you and experience the experiences that you experience. I am not separate and I am not afar off. Instantly I am here. It is a great
place to be. Thank you, beloved one.
And you, beloved daughter, how are you today?
I am wonderful.
You are indeed wonderful. You are radiant. What would you ask?
I just want to say "thank you."
And indeed, it is my great pleasure to come in this manner and to be able
to hold the hands of one whose hands I have held in other times, as well.
For my lifetime known as Jeshua ben Joseph - Yeshua, as many of you have
known me - was not the only time that I took to myself the design pattern of
the body in order to express upon our Holy Mother, for I have loved our Holy
Mother and I have often expressed and enjoyed the quality of expression, dynamic expression upon this plane. So you and I, beloved one, we have held the
hands in many lifetimes as well. But it is good to reconnect in this manner. Bless
you, beloved one. There is a grand calling together of what you would call work and yet it is not work - that is going to be happening in the days to come. You
already know this. You have had intimations and knowledge from within that
there is a work. What we will call the invitation has gone out.
You will be collecting many of the Light workers who are expressing with
body, to join with this community here as well, for there is no separation, as you
have already discerned. So even if it is a choice to put the bodies upon another
geographical location, there will be much trek back and forth even of the bodies
to share in the dancing and the singing and the eating of the food, yes.
This will be coming about in what you will see as a short interval of time.
Now, you will ask, "My short time and your short time, do they agree?" Well, not
always. There is a grand acceleration, as you have felt, upon this plane and there
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is much desire that is now coming to the awareness of ones who are in alignment
with the vision of coming to know the Light that they are.
These will be coming in even greater numbers unto you. They have already
felt the message upon the ethers, as it would be. And this is true for others of
you in this group as well. It is not just this one that I am speaking unto, but all
of you - even the ones that I have my back to. All of you have issued invitations
to the brothers and sisters, and it will go out, I believe they call it, in geometric
proportions, yes. It keeps growing, yes.
You have already experienced much guidance, and you will in the days to
come as well, for you do not do this work alone - not even with the ones that
you would see expressing with body. You do this in concert with all of the Light
beings that we are - which is true of you as well. I love you. I love you, beloved
one. Thank you.
Grand pillow. Whose "dome" idea was it to have pillows?
We had help.
Indeed. Indeed. Great idea. I have picked up my pillow and I will walk.
How are you, beloved brother?
Okay.
You are indeed okay. You are even more than okay. What would you ask today?
I guess I just ask the universal question.
And as the desire of your heart has been acknowledged and has been expressed, know you that it will be manifest. You will know in the days to come and they are not long days - you will know Who you are and why you are here,
and you will know what your "work" is to be. You are already doing it. For your
work is to express the Spirit that you are and to express it in great fun and
freedom, to play.
Yes, there will be the serious activities that you will have to put the mind
to from time to time. There are certain things within the world that speak a language that gets things done, yes. You know that, but there will also be, like
around the fringes - they are called "fringe benefits" - a lot of fun and a lot of
play. Be easy with yourself, beloved one - for your Heavenly Father is. Thank you.
Well, let's see. Anybody mind if this scoots around? {Pushing the pillow
along the floor.} I promise to take it out afterwards and dust it off.
Beloved brother, how are you?
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I am somewhat overwhelmed.
Very good. Thank you for allowing yourself to be overwhelmed, for know
you it takes courage to open the mind and to open the heart. And yet there is
such a strength of expression within you. It is as the seed that wishes and must
burst open in order to grow. You have felt this. There has been an inner urging to
open and to know and to unfold, and you are well in process of doing this. What
would you ask, beloved one?
I only have one question in my mind, but I don't know if it is pertinent here.
You may ask.
All right. I listened to a tape recently, and I came to the conclusion or
revelation that life is a place where memory is stored. I just want to check
that out. I don't always trust myself.
Indeed. And you are bringing that forth for the very reason to know that
you can trust yourself, that you can trust the inner wisdom.
Yes, what you are doing in this lifetime - all of you, as the holy Child that
you are - is remembering, is bringing together remembrances, yes, of other lifetimes, as you would see them, other lifetimes where you have experienced the
integration of aspects of expression. You are remembering that in order to know
your unlimitedness. So there is much of memory. There is much of expression and
it is all coming together as the whole in this lifetime, for you and for many others who are choosing that - not for everyone. There will be other expressions
upon this plane who will not choose to remember and integrate in what you would
see as this lifetime. They will choose it in another lifetime and that is not for us
to judge. It does not need to be judged, for there is not linear time, so it does
not mean that anyone gets there first. Everyone gets there all at the same time,
as the whole. The mind has fun with that one. But yes, you can trust your inner
wisdom, beloved one.
What you read and what you hear in tapes, and when you go to workshops,
take it all within and see how it resonates, as they say. See how it feels. "Is this
a truth for me?" And if it is, abide with it and it will reveal more of your unlimitedness for you. If it does not resonate and does not feel as Truth, throw it out
and go on. It will be somebody else's truth but not yours, and that does not matter. You can let them have their truth.
For there are many, an infinite number of truths - with a small "t" - as
many truths with a small "t" as there are seemingly individual expressions. And
yet there is but one Truth - with a capital "T": the Truth of your whole being. So
have fun with it, beloved one.
Thank you.
I hope whoever made this does not mind. {Scooting the pillow across the floor.}
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Beloved John, how are you?
I am very well now.
You are indeed, now. Always have been. What would you ask?
I suppose my question is, in here now with everyone it is, of course,
easy to feel love and to love everything that is around here, but why when
we are sometimes alone or not within a group like this, why do we feel not
so welcome?
It is the voice of habit and it is a habit now that is coming up into
conscious awareness so that you can look upon it and see if it serves you or
not. And if it does not serve you, if it does not feel like Home and it does not
feel good, then know you are free to make a new choice.That is why you are
allowing that to come up now into grand clarity, with grand clarity, for yourself: so that you may make a choice. Whenever you would be by yourself or
not in a group such as this, know, first of all, that you are not alone. You are
the hum that is joined and blended with the hum of everyone else that you
see here, and you cannot not take that hum with you. You always take that
hum with you.
So you are never alone, and you can sit in the quietness of your own room
and you can reflect upon ones in this group, in this gathering, and allow the
heart to open and re-experience the Love that you feel with them. It is very
much with you and as you, and this will be growing for you in the days to come.
You will feel more and more of it with you all of the time, as it would be stored
even within the cells of the body as a memory. Yes. You always take it with you.
And the awareness will be growing.
It is something like when a farmer plants his seeds. If the sun does not
shine on the seedlings, what happens to them?
They wither.
They wither and die, but if the sun shines and if they are nourished with
the angel of water and caressed by the angel of wind, gently, they grow. This is
the same with what you desire to see growing with you, within you, and as you.
Shine the light of your countenance upon that desire and that Love and upon the
knowledge that you are never alone, and it will grow for you moment by moment
and day by day, until you will go anywhere and you will know instantly that you
are Home because you are that Home and you have taken it with you, as you.
And do you know what happens then, beloved one? You are as the grand
magnet that attracts all others to you who desire to experience that as well. Be
a magnet.
Okay.
Indeed, I am polishing the floor.
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How are you, beloved one?
Okay.
You are indeed. What would you ask today?
About my hands. What I hold in them?
What do you hold in them?
I think a lot of grief.
There is that, yes.
And lots of joy, too.
And lots of joy.
It seems like I keep holding on to it some.
It is not so much that the hands hold the grief, beloved one. The hands
hold the energy of Light that you are and these, if you will receive it, are healing
hands. These are hands that very much can be laid upon another and ones can
feel the energy of you, the Love of you, being even extended unto the other
hands that they are upon. It is a very alive energy.
There is grief, yes, that you carry with you and it is carried around the
edges of your heart, and yet, beloved one, this is as a blessing to you. For blessed
are they who mourn, for you shall be comforted.
In other words, you have brought this in clarity for yourself in this lifetime to know that there is no separation, to know that the one who has been
loved as your mother is with you as the Light that she is, and that you are, and
you can never be separate, and you speak unto this one and she answers you. She
is closer to you than your very breath. She is within the Light that you are, always with you.
Yeah.
You have known this and you have wanted to experience it in this lifetime
to know it with a surety - and you do. You can trust that. She is with you as you,
very much the Love in your heart, and the grief, beloved one, it is born of other
lifetimes where it has been carried as a habit, where it was taught to you by
others of society and of the family unit: that when the body was laid down,
there was a loss. It was taught to you by the physical senses of the body, for
you would look upon the raiment, the body itself, being laid down and you would
think that one to be gone from you. It is an old habit which you now are releasing and coming unto the grander Truth that the hum of which we have spoken,
the hum of your mother is your hum, and that hum is never stilled. It may
change form, yes, but it is never stilled. It is Who you are and you carry that
hum within your heart as you. She is very much with you and she is very pleased
at what you are allowing yourself now to know. Thank you, beloved one.
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Beloved brother with the eyes that see an ancient past and look with an
ancient wisdom, how are you?
I am well.
You are indeed well. What would you ask?
All questions and none.
Indeed. It is the same with all of this gathering, is it not? It is true what
you have discerned in your heart. It is true. You can go with that, and upon that
you may build the rest of your choices.
You are home free, as they say. Know you that expression? Yes. We have
shared much. You and my beloved teacher and I have shared much.
I've missed our home.
Yes, there is a great homesickness, is there not? Yes, within your heart and
within the hearts of the other brothers and sisters. A homesickness to return
Home. To the physical home, yes, that you and I have shared. That is part of it,
but that is symbolic of the Home that you are eternally and that you wish to
know in fullness, and you will know in fullness. For as the heart desires, so be it.
Thank you.
Thank you. Live always with the intensity of the dynamic Love that you
are. Not the intensity of the world, but the intensity that says, "Yes," and
says "Yes," to life.
And you, beloved goddess, how are you this afternoon?
Fine. How are you?
I'm excellent, always. I abide as the God and as the Goddess. I abide as
the Heavenly Father and as the Love and the Light that we are and you are. How
are you today and what would you ask?
Oh, a lot of questions have been answered already.
Indeed. Strange how that happens.
Strange, and yet not so strange.
Indeed, it is not strange at all.
The only question I have for the physical realm that we are in at this
time is a home of our own.
Indeed. Where would you like this to be?
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Here.
Very good. Most important question answered. Okay, you may go from that.
It's just not this specific spot. I guess it's close, but not on it.
Indeed. You will know it. When it is time to know, it will be there shining
almost like with neon lights. It is the desire of your heart to create a home
where others will be welcome, as well, where they can come and express the fluidity of the energy that they are, to know that they can let the very cells of
the body express the energy and the Light. It will be a place of great harmony
and great beauty because that is Who and What you are, and it is not by accident that you have this desire.
You've just spoken my dream.
How did we know that? It is my dream as well. {Hugging.} We will create
the sound of creation from the beginning and we will call it good.
And you, beloved one who wears the beauty upon her fingers, who reflects
the beauty and the Light that you are, how are you, beloved one?
Beautiful.
You are indeed beautiful. Look at that {rings on every finger.} You put upon
the fingers remembrances, reminders of the beauty that is within. What would
you ask today?
I am at a crossroads. Can you give me words to guide me on the path
that I should take?
Indeed, beloved one. But these are not my words. These are your words for
there is not separation and the inner wisdom that you are, you are now calling
forth. You are, yes, at a crossroads, and it is a very exciting crossroads for it is a
time that will bring you Home. Know that you may choose which path to go by
following the heart - not what the mind will dictate or what the world would say
is the most logical. That is not what will bring you Home, but abide with choices
in the heart and see how they feel. Where would you, if you were totally unlimited, where would you go and what would you do? And know that you can do that.
You are free, beloved one. And once you have made that choice, all of creation will rearrange itself in order to support that choice, for the desire of your
heart is not by accident. It is a desire to know Who you are and to come Home,
and to do it in service to others, for that is in service to yourself. Have fun with
it, beloved one.
Thank you.
And you, beloved brother, how are you this afternoon?
Very good, thank you.
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You are indeed. What would you ask?
I've been going through some struggles in the past and I haven't been
exactly as I should be. But that has turned around in the last few weeks
and people have noticed and told me so, and that's encouraging.
Indeed.
And I just ask to have the strength to keep going in that direction.
So be it. It is, as you have seen, you have turned a corner. You have allowed the desire of your heart to come up and to be consciously acknowledged.
You have been, in many lifetimes, the one who sowed the wild oats, yes. You have
been at all sides of the road. You have gone from one side to the other side and
back, and yet you have been traversing down the path - even though others
would look upon it and they would say, "He is all over the road." It does not matter.
You are now bringing yourself unto a place that even if you are upon one
side of the road or the other side of the road you know what the goal is and
you will make a straight line unto it. Yes, you will have the strength that you are
asking for. You have turned the corner and there is no going back. You have set
your hand to the plow and you are looking forward to see where that row is going, and you are going with that row and there is much that is growing and unfolding for you. Know that you and I plow together.
Very good to know.
Indeed. We have done that in many lifetimes. We have been, you and I, if
you will accept it, farmers together, peasants upon the land, peasants who were
very rich because we knew our oneness with the Holy Mother and knew that we
were here as stewards of the Earth, that we were here to tend the Earth and
that all else was as the fringe upon whatever. We knew the importance. It is the
same in this lifetime. You have come unto a place of asking, "What is important?
Where am I going?" And we go together.
Thank you.
You may trust it.
And you, beloved one, how are you today?
Sweaty hands.
Indeed, so are my beloved teacher's. What would you ask today?
I have no questions.
Indeed, I would gift unto you a blessing and yet it is not a blessing that is
outside of you. I would call forth from your heart the Love and the compassion
that you are. I would allow you to know that you can share this compassion with
others freely, that there are many who are calling out to know that there is such
a thing as compassion in this world. You may share that Love freely with all oth-
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ers, for as you share that Love, you are sharing the Love of one Jeshua ben
Joseph as well, for there is no separation. I am with you as you, and whenever
you look upon another with Love, know that I look through your eyes. Thank you,
beloved one.
And you, beloved brother who has been always valiant in every lifetime,
what would you ask today?
When will the wisdom come?
Ah, indeed, it is here already. What would you be wise about?
Some of the knowledge.
Ah, indeed. It is yours. It is within you. Whenever you would have a specific question, you as the researcher that you have become accustomed to being
in this lifetime and others, you will go out and you will find the various ways of
researching things that will satisfy the mind, and you will take all of these
pieces unto the heart. You will sit with them and you will see how they fit together. That is the wisdom: of how they fit together.
The mind brings together aspects, brings together concepts, ideas, information, pieces of the puzzle, yes. But the gestalt is made in the heart. That is
where the integration comes together. That is where the inner wisdom is. So have
fun with your research, and then bring it unto the place where you know the
wisdom of it.
For there is nothing hidden from you. Whatever project you would put your
mind to, know that the wisdom is there within you to bring that to completion, to
fruition - whatever project you would work upon - but do not stop with the mind.
Take it unto the place of the heart. Allow it to jell, as they say. Allow it to ferment, to age. Allow the inner wisdom to work on it a bit, and then you will have
your answer. Thank you, beloved one.
Whoever has provided this beautiful pillow, I thank you. It has been a
perfect vehicle for this afternoon and a thing of grand beauty. Look upon the
colors that all of you are manifesting. All of the colors that you see with the
physical eyes are you as vibration. Hmm, the angel of air feels very good. {A
breeze coming in the front door.}
Beloved Michael, thank you for coming in and joining us. How are you this
afternoon?
Wonderful.
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You are indeed wonderful. What would you ask? Do you have a question or
a sharing?
I have an answer.
Oh, perfect. What is the answer?
Yes.
Indeed. It is always "yes." As the creative holy Child that you are, you
have always said, "Yes." "Yes," to "What can I create? Oh, I can create that,"
and you brought forth the planets and the stars. You brought forth the dinosaurs.
And then you said, "I wonder if I can experience Life expression as a dinosaur?
How would that feel?" And instantly, with a "Yes," you were the dinosaur. And as
you would ask, "How would it feel to be the tiniest tadpole?" again, "Yes," and
you have experienced Life as the expression of a tadpole, through the whole
process of birthing Life upon this plane.
So whatever question there would be, the answer is always "Yes." Are you
coming Home, beloved one?
Of course.
Yes. Indeed, and it is a grand Truth for you and all of your brothers and
sisters. It is, as I have called it, a grand Family reunion, for there is a heart Family. There are ones now who are waking up to the alignment in the Heart, and
there are others who will awaken in what you will see as a later time - although
time is not linear - and it is the Heart that is the All that is coming into Its own
remembrance of the "Yes" that it is. Thank you, beloved one.
All of your questions, all of your answers, all of your sharings, have been
delightful. Now, abide with that word. What does "delightful" mean?
Of the Light.
Of the Light, of course. A quick study. All of you.
It has been my delight to reconnect with all of you in this manner, to
come and to be able to reach out and touch. You have a saying in your world
now, very apropos, to "reach out and touch." Do that often. Reach out and
touch the brothers and sisters - either in physical form, if they will welcome
that, or, if they won't, reach out and touch with your eyes. Allow them to behold the smile. Even the ones who might be carrying on as you would see
with ranting and raving because they are so caught up into their box - know
you a box? Indeed, all of us have known a box - even if they be caught up
into a box and they are ranting and raving, one smile, given freely from the
holy Child that you are, gives them opportunity to come Home. It is simplicity
itself. The world would teach you that there must be many workshops, many
lifetimes, many lifetimes spent in monasteries, and rituals in order to purify
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yourself, and maybe then you will be good enough to come Home. You are already Home. You are Home. You carry it with you as you.
And it has not been a mistake to experience Life incarnate. It has been the
choice of the holy Child to come and to say, "Yes" to everything. To say, "Yes,
how does it feel to have the wind blow through the hair?"
Wonderful. {From a brother who is bald.}
{Laughter.}
Indeed, it does. Indeed it does.
And where does that memory come from? The memory, yes, from this lifetime, yes, and other lifetimes as well. Memory is a grand servant. It brings it
right here for you so that you can look upon it again and behold more of the
truth of it. That is why there is memory: so that it will come back one more time
and you can abide with it and look and say, "I have seen it this way in the past,
but perhaps I can see it from another way." It is your servant, and it is your
servant because you are calling it forth. You are the grand masters upon this plane.
And what you have called forth in this afternoon is a grand time of remembrance, a grand time of reunion and a grand time of holiness. For all of you
have touched upon the space of your own wholeness. Carry it with you. Remember it.
Abide with that word, "Remember." What does it mean to remember? Yes,
it is the memory that you call forth, but it also means to re-member, to bring together what are the seemingly separate members and re-member them as the whole.
Your language has much of wisdom. Whenever you would want to play with
the mind, take a word and abide with it and see, "What does it mean at a deeper
level?" And there will be much of the inner wisdom that will be revealed in the Heart.
I thank all of you for answering my invitation to be here this afternoon
and for abiding in what you would see as an elevation of the temperature, for
being patient with other's questions which were, as you have discerned, your own
questions. I thank you for calling forth a sacred place in which you can come and
remember the wholeness of the holy Child. I honor each and every one of you as
seemingly separate, individual expressions of the Light that we are - and yet,
when you remember the hum that you are, you know that you are not separate.
Go ye, therefore, from this place in this day - and {said dramatically} hum.
So be it.

